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the century to follow. The Latin grammar school in New England had been public, but
not particularly popular or practical. The private-venture schools and the academies
were more popular and practical, but not public. Finally, the high school epitomized
the modernization process by striving to become popular, practical, and public.
Responding to the interests of the rising commercial and trading classes early in
the eighteenth century, private-venture schoolmasters began to teach practical subjects
that had more direct vocational value and thus more relevance than the classics. The
basic language of their private schools was English; thus, for the first time in America
there was a conscious attempt to adapt educational institutions to a changing social
situation. Inasmuch as their aim was not primarily preparation for college, the
curriculum of these schools was not prescribed or circumscribed by college entrance
requirements. Rather, they were free to offer any courses for which there was a
demand, or for which a demand could be created. Their clientele was made up of
children of merchants, clerks, bookkeepers, accountants, mechanics, engineers, and
seamen.
As the first major "alternatives" to public education in America, the private
schools were more flexible and responsive than the town Latin grammar schools; they
admitted anyone who wished to study and could pay the fees, adults as well as youth,
girls as well as boys. Students took whatever courses they felt would be valuable to
them; there was no diploma, degree, or prescribed curriculum. Classes were held at
whatever hours students could come, early in the morning before working hours, at
the noon hour, late in the afternoon, or in the evening after working hours. As a result,
a broadened clientele of middle-class youth could go to school while they worked.
High on the list of studies taught by the private venture schools were those
practical modern subjects so long disparaged by humanists: commercial subjects
(bookkeeping, accounting, penmanship, and commercial arithmetic) designed to pre-
pare clerks, accountants, bookkeepers, merchants, and bankers for jobs in business and
trade; and mathematical subjects (algebra, geometry, astronomy, trigonometry, calcu-
lus, navigation, surveying, optics, fortifications, and gunnery) were taught for their
vocational usefulness in such increasingly important occupations as navigation and civil
and military engineering. In many cases the mathematical teaching in the private
schools was fully as rigorous as that found in some of the colleges. The modern
languages, which found little acceptance in colleges or Latin grammar schools, were
also quite common in the private schools-French as the polite language of high
society, and Italian, Spanish, and Portuguese as the commercial languages of impor-
tance. Geography and history were widely advertised as of general value for everyone
and of special value to traders and navigators. In addition, the private schools offered
the classics for any who wished to prepare for college.
The private schools did another thing that most Latin grammar schools did not
do: they opened their doors for advanced education to girls. Some private schools
allowed girls to attend with boys, some held special classes for girls, and others catered
particularly to girls. The most common subjects for girls were reading, writing,
arithmetic, geography, and French, but many other subjects were also offered in
different schools-the general subjects of English grammar, history, and Latin; the
vocational subjects of bookkeeping, accounting, and the modern languages; and the

